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ABSTRACT
Methionine (Met) is a structurally versatile amino acid most commonly found in protein cores and at protein–protein interfaces.
Thus, a complete description of the structure of Met is important for a fundamental understanding of protein structure and
design. In previous work, we showed that the hard-sphere dipeptide model is able to recapitulate the side-chain dihedral angle
distributions observed in high-resolution protein crystal structures for the nine amino acids we have studied to date: Val, Thr,
Ser, Leu, Ile, Cys, Tyr, Trp, and Phe. Using the same approach, we are also able to predict the observed v1 and v2 side-chain dihedral angle distributions for Met. However, the form of the side-chain dihedral angle distribution P(v3) predicted by the hardsphere model does not match the observed distribution. We investigate the possible origins of the discrepancy and find that specific bond lengths and angles in Met side chains strongly influence P(v3). We then identify minimal additions to the hard-sphere
dipeptide model necessary to quantitatively predict P(v3) of Met, and its near isosteres norleucine (Nle) and selenomethionine
(Mse). We find that adding weak attractive interactions between hydrogen atoms to the model is sufficient to achieve predictions
for P(v3) that closely match the observed P(v3) distributions for Met, Nle, and Mse. We explicitly show that weak attractive interactions between hydrogens do not negatively affect the agreement between the predicted and observed side-chain dihedral angle
distribution for Val, Leu, Ile, and Phe, as we expect for other amino acids.
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INTRODUCTION
Methionine (Met) is a unique and important amino
acid. As the only non-branched, non-aromatic hydrophobic residue, it is structurally versatile and found both in
hydrophobic cores and at protein–protein interfaces.1–6
Thus, the ability to simply and accurately model Met
behavior is essential to a fundamental understanding of
protein structure and to the design of novel proteins.7–12
In previous work, using hard-sphere models of dipeptide
mimetics, we correctly recapitulated the side-chain dihedral angle distributions observed in protein crystal structures for the nine amino acids we have studied to date: Val,
Thr, Ser, Leu, Ile, Cys, Tyr, Trp, and Phe.13–15 The novelty
of this work is that we were able to show that local, steric
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Figure 1
Comparison of the side-chain dihedral angle distributions P(v1) (left), P(v2) (center), and P(v3) (right) observed in the Dunbrack 1.7 Å database
of high-resolution protein crystal structures (black dashed line) and calculated using the repulsive Lennard-Jones potential (red solid line) for Met
dipeptide mimetics. The percentages in each 1208 rotamer bin (08  v1,2,3 < 1208, 1208  v1,2,3 < 2408, and 2408  v1,2,3 < 3608) are indicated for the
observed (top, black) and calculated (bottom, red) distributions. Note that the maximum on the vertical axis in the right panel is a factor of 3.5
times smaller than the maxima in the left and center panels to emphasize the differences between the predicted and observed distributions. [Color
figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

interactions play the dominant role in determining the
form of the side-chain dihedral angle distributons in proteins. Knowledge-based potentials16 can also reproduce
the observed side-chain dihedral angle distributions, but
they cannot provide insight into the physical mechanisms
that produce them.
Using the hard-sphere dipeptide model, we are also
able to predict the observed side-chain dihedral distributions for v1 (P(v1)) and v2 (P(v2)) for Met as shown in
Figure 1 (left) and (center). However, the hard-sphere
dipeptide model is not able to predict the observed sidechain dihedral angle distribution P(v3) for Met [Fig. 1
(right)]. In this case, the hard-sphere dipeptide model
predicts a much flatter P(v3) than the observed distribution, and does not predict the most probable values of
v3. Why is the hard-sphere dipeptide model unable to
predict the observed P(v3) for Met? In this manuscript,
we investigate the possible origins of the discrepancy and
identify the minimal additions to the hard-sphere dipeptide model necessary to quantitatively predict P(v3).
We first investigated whether the reported v3 side-chain
dihedral angles for Met residues in protein crystal structures are derived from high-quality electron density data.
Met is susceptible to oxidation, and the electron density
can often be sparse at the end of the side-chain.17–24 We
therefore studied the electron density maps for all Met side
chains in a data set of high-resolution protein crystal structures.25–27 (See Materials and Methods.) We indeed found
that for approximately half of the Met residues in the data
set, the electron density did not enable accurate positioning
of Cc, Sd, and C in the side chain. Thus, we created another
‘observed’ data set for v3 of Met, which only contained the
subset of Met residues for which the electron density map
provided accurate positioning of atoms in the side-chain
that involve v3. The resulting distribution P(v3) was essen-
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tially the same as that when all of the Met residues in the
high-resolution data set were used, which indicates that the
quality of the observed data set is not the origin of the
discrepancy.
Second, because Met possesses the longest aliphatic
side-chain, it is possible that P(v3) for Met is more
strongly influenced by interactions between atoms on
different residues than more compact amino acids.22,28
Thus, we also calculated P(v3) from the hard-sphere
model of Met residues in the context of the protein,
including both inter- and intra-residue steric interactions
between atoms. However, we do not find significant differences between the P(v3) calculated using the hardsphere dipeptide model and the model that includes
both inter- and intra-residue interactions.
We also studied the near isosteres of Met, norleucine
(Nle) and selenomethionine (Mse), in which the sulfur
atom at the side-chain d position is either carbon or selenium, respectively. For Nle, we find that P(v3) predicted by
the hard-sphere dipeptide model correctly recapitulates
P(v3) observed in high-resolution protein crystal structures.
In contrast, the hard-sphere dipeptide model is not able to
predict the observed P(v3) for Mse. From these studies, we
also showed that interactions between the hydrogens on C
and the hydrogens on Cc strongly influence the shape of
P(v3).
The calculations of P(v3) for Nle and Mse motivated us
to investigate the extent to which the addition of shortrange attractive interactions between hydrogen atoms influences the predicted P(v3) distribution. We find that when
we add weak hydrogen-hydrogen attractions, the predicted
distributions P(v3) for Met and Mse quantitatively match
the corresponding observed distributions. Moreover, we
show that when the hydrogen–hydrogen attractions are
included, the predictions for P(v1) and P(v2) for Met, as
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Figure 2
Stick-model representation of Met (left), Mse (center), and Nle (right) dipeptide mimetics. The side-chain dihedral angles v1, v2, and v3 and several
key atoms are labeled. The residues before (i – 1) and after (i 1 1) the ith central residue are labeled at the Ca atom. These dipeptide mimetics are
similar to each other except the atom type and number of hydrogens at the d atom position on the side chain. [Color figure can be viewed in the
online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

well as the prediction for P(v1) for Val, and the predictions
for P(v1, v2) for Leu, Ile, and Phe are unchanged. Thus, we
also expect the predicted side-chain dihedral angle distributions for Ser, Cys, and Tyr to remain in general agreement
with the corresponding observed distributions. Thus, we
have identified a minimal addition to the hard-sphere
dipeptide model that can predict the side-chain dihedral
angle distributions of amino acids, and which also has the
potential to be used to calibrate the attractive energy
between residues in protein cores.29–32
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Observed data sets

We employ two data sets of protein crystal structures,
the ‘Dunbrack 1.0 Å’ and ‘Dunbrack 1.7 Å’ databases25–27
for our calculations. The 1.0 Å data set is chosen for its
high resolution and is used to construct accurate model
dipeptide mimetics that are employed in the calculations.
The 1.7 Å data set is a much larger data set, which allows us
to construct smooth ‘observed’ side-chain dihedral angle
distributions, against which we can compare our predicted
distributions.
The ‘Dunbrack 1.0 Å’ data set is a collection of ultra-high
resolution protein crystal structures with resolution  1.0
Å, R-factors  0.2, side-chain B-factor per residue  30 Å2,
and sequence identity  50% culled from the Protein Data
Bank (PDB).26,27 This data set includes 220 proteins and
778 Met residues. We use the bond length and bond angle
combinations in this data set to construct the Met dipeptide mimetics.
The side-chain dihedral angle distributions predicted by
the hard-sphere model are compared to those obtained
from ‘Dunbrack 1.7 Å’ data set of high-resolution protein
crystal structures.25 This data set includes protein crystal
structures with resolution  1.7 Å, R-factors  0.25, side-

chain B-factors per residue  30 Å2, and sequence identity  50%. The Dunbrack 1.7 Å database contains 792 protein structures with 3817 Met residues.
For Mse and Nle, we created our own databases of structures. We identified 234 protein structures with resolution  1.7 Å in the PDB that contain 955 Mse residues.
However, there are many fewer high-resolution protein
structures that contain Nle. There are only 26 Nle residues
in 21 protein structures with resolution  2.7 Å. We supplemented the protein structures with small-molecule crystal structures from the Cambridge Structural Database.33
We identified 177 and 314 compounds that include Metand Nle-like side chains, respectively. We will refer to this
set of structures as the “small-molecule database.” This
data set is available on request.
Stereochemistry of Met, Mse,
and Nle dipeptide mimetics

We studied hard-sphere, explicit hydrogen representations
of Met (N-acetyl-L-Met-N’-methylamide), Nle (N-acetyl-LNle-N’-methylamide), and Mse (N-acetyl-L-Mse-N’-methylamide) dipeptide mimetics, as shown in Figure 2. A dipeptide
mimetic is a single amino acid (labeled i) plus the Ca, C, and
O atoms of the preceeding amino acid (i – 1) and N, H, and
Ca atoms of the proceeding amino acid (i 1 1).
Each atom is represented by a sphere with radius ri/2, for
example, Csp3 : 1.5 Å, Csp2 : 1.3 Å, N: 1.3 Å, and O: 1.4 Å as
we used previously in Refs. 13–15,34,35. We also include
two types of hydrogren atoms, the amine hydrogen HN: 1.0
Å and all other hydrogens H: 1.1 Å. We varied the sulfur and
selenium atom sizes so that the predicted side-chain dihedral angle distributions best fit the observed distributions
for Met and Mse (See Sections “The hard-sphere dipeptide
model” and “Short-range attractive interactions between
hydrogens.”) The atom sizes S: 1.75 Å and Se: 1.9 Å (which
are similar to tabulated values of van der Waals radii36–38)
PROTEINS
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Table I
Average and standard deviation (in Å) of the 7 distinct bond lengths
for Met, Mse, and Nle observed in the Dunbrack 1.0 Å and smallmolecule databases

Average bond length ()

Standard deviation of
bond length ()

Bond type

Met

Mse

Nle

Met

Mse

Nle

C'–C
C'–O
C'–N
C–N
C–C
C–S
C–Se

1.52
1.24
1.33
1.46
1.52
1.79
–

1.52
1.23
1.33
1.46
1.52
–
1.94

1.52
1.23
1.34
1.45
1.50
–
–

0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.02
0.02
–

0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.02
–
0.04

0.02
0.02
0.03
0.01
0.07
–
–

provided the best match between the predicted and observed
side-chain dihedral angle distributions. Hydrogen atoms
were added to the dipeptide mimetics using the program
REDUCE,39 which sets the bond lengths for C-H and N-H
to 1.1 and 1.0 Å, respectively, and the bond angles to 1208
and 109.58 for angles involving Csp2 and Csp3 atoms. Additional dihedral angle degrees of freedom involving hydrogens are chosen to minimize steric clashes.39
We fixed the bond lengths and angles between all
bonded atoms to those observed in the Dunbrack 1.0 Å
or small-molecule database. There is a total of 7 distinct
bond lengths and 12 distinct bond angles for Met, Mse,
and Nle involving heavy atoms. The observed mean and
standard deviations for all of the distinct bond lengths
and angles for Met, Mse, and Nle are listed in Tables I
and II. To calculate the averages and standard deviations
of the bond lengths and bond angles involving backbone
atoms, we used 260 of the 778 available Met, 871 of the
955 available Mse, and 23 of the 26 available Nle residues
with no missing atoms and without muliple backbone
conformations. For Nle, we used 314 side chains from
the small-molecule data set to calculate averages and
standard deviations for bond lengths and bond angles
involving side-chain atoms.
The hard-sphere dipeptide model

To calculate the side-chain dihedral angle distributions
for a given amino acid, we extract a Met, Mse, or Nle from
the Dunbrack 1.0 Å or small-molecule database with a
given set of backbone dihedral angles, bond lengths, and
bond angles and construct a dipeptide mimetic. We evaluate the total potential energy for the dipeptide mimetic at
each side-chainPdihedral angle combination (v1, v2, v3),
V ðv1 ; v2 ; v3 Þ5 i<j VR ðrij Þ, where
(
VR ðrij Þ5

f ðrij Þ; for rij  rij
0;

for rij > rij ;

(1)

is the purely repulsive Lennard-Jones interatomic potenr
tial energy, f ðrij Þ5ER ð12ð rijij Þ6 Þ2 , rij is the separation
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between the centers of non-bonded atoms i and j,
rij 5 (ri 1 rj)/2, ri is the diameter of atom i, and R is
the strength of the repulsive interactions. Note that the
potential VR(rij) is non-zero only for non-bonded interactions (i.e. interactions between atoms j and j 1 3 and
beyond along the chain). The hard-sphere-like potential
in Eq. (1) possesses three key properties: 1) a separation
rij 5 rij at which the pair potential (VR(rij)) and forces (–
dVR(rij)/drij) go continuously to zero, which defines the
sizes of the interacting spherical atoms, 2) purely repulsive forces (that grow with decreasing separation) for all
separations rij < rij, and 3) no interparticle interactions
(VR(rij) 5 0) for rij > rij. The Lennard-Jones potential,
r
r
VLJ ðrij Þ54EA ðð rijij Þ12 2ð rijij Þ6 Þ, does not represent hardsphere-like interactions because they are long-ranged
with attractive interactions that are non-zero well beyond
the diameter of the atoms. The hard-sphere-like potential
VR(rij) and the Lennard-Jones potential VLJ are compared
in Figure 1 in the Supporting Information.
Short-range attractive interactions
between hydrogens

We are interested in identifying minimal additions to the
hard-sphere model that can recapitulate the side-chain dihedral angle distributions P(v3) for Met, Mse, and Nle. Thus,
we consider attractive interactions as a small perturbation to
the hard-sphere-like purely repulsive interactions. We augment the hard-sphere dipeptide model by including weak,
short-range attractive interactions VA(rij) between hydrogen
atom pairs. We only include hydrogen-hydrogen attractive
interactions because they are the most numerous for Met
residues at separations near contact as shown in Figure 2 in
the Supporting Information. In this case, the total potential
energy for the
P
P0 dipeptide mimetic is V ðv1 ; v2 ; v3 Þ5
V
ðr
Þ1
i<j R ij
i<j VA ðrij Þ, where the second sum only
Table II
Average and standard deviation (in degrees) of the 12 distinct bond
angles for Met, Mse, and Nle observed in the Dunbrack 1.0 Å and
small-molecule databases

Average bond angle (8)

Standard deviation of
bond angle (8)

Angle type

Met

Mse

Nle

Met

Mse

Nle

C–C'–O
O–C'–N
C–C'–N
C'–N–C
N–C–C'
N–C–C
C–C–C'
C–C–C
C–C–S
C–C–Se
C–S–C
C–Se–C

120.5
122.6
116.9
121.5
110.5
110.8
110.3
113.5
113.2
–
100.5
–

120.5
122.8
116.6
121.3
110.6
110.9
110.0
113.8
–
112.4
–
98.3

120.7
122.7
116.6
121.9
110.5
109.0
110.2
115.2
–
–
–
–

1.2
1.2
1.4
1.9
1.4
2.0
1.9
2.4
2.7
–
2.3
–

0.9
0.9
1.2
1.6
1.4
2.5
1.7
1.7
–
2.7
–
2.2

2.0
1.1
2.1
1.7
3.2
4.0
1.5
6.5
–
–
–
–
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includes pairs of atoms that are both hydrogens and the first
sum includes all other atom pairs,
8
EA
>
>
for rij  rij
> f ðrij Þ2 E fC ;
>
R
>
<
VA ðrij Þ5 EA ðf ðr Þ2f Þ; for r < r  2:5r
ij
C
ij
ij
ij
>
>
ER
>
>
>
:
0;
for rij > 2:5rij ;

(2)

A is the strength of the attractive interactions, and
fC 5 f(2.5rij) is the potential energy shift that enforces
that the potential energy tends to zero continuously at
rij 5 2.5rij. VA(rij) is also non-zero only for non-bonded
atomic interactions (i.e. interactions between atoms j and
j 1 3 and beyond along the chain). As shown in Figure
3, the form of the pair potential in Eq. (2) allows us to
increase the strength of the attractive interactions A/R,
while fixing the location of the minimum in VA(rij) (that
is, the separation at which forces change from repulsive
to attractive) at rij 5 rij and maintaining the shape of the
repulsive core interactions for rij  rij, so that the definitions of the atom sizes do not change when increasing
the attraction strength. In the limit A/R ! 0, VA 5VR
and we recover the hard-sphere model with only repulsive Lennard-Jones interactions between all atom pairs.
The interaction potential VA(rij) and similar hard-spherelike potentials with weak attractions have been used previously to model biological polymers.40,41
Calculated side-chain dihedral angle
distributions

For each Met, Mse, or Nle dipeptide mimetic (labeled
j), we calculate the Boltzmann weight
Pj ðv1 ; v2 ; v3 Þ / e 2Vj ðv1 ;v2 ;v3 Þ=kb T ;

(3)

where Vj(v1, v2, v3) is the total potential energy of a
dipeptide mimetic. We can then calculate the onedimensional probability distribution Pj(v3) for an individual dipeptide mimetic by integrating over the other
two side-chain dihedral angles, v1 and v2:
R
Pj ðv3 Þ5 Pj ðv1 ; v2 ; v3 Þdv1 dv2
R 2V ðv ;v ;v Þ=k T
e j 1 2 3 B dv1 dv2
5 R 2V ðv ;v ;v Þ=k T
:
e j 1 2 3 B dv1 dv2 dv3

(4)

Similar equations hold for Pj(v1) and Pj(v2). We also calculate the average distributions P(v1), P(v2), and P(v3) for
Met, Mse, and Nle by averaging over all dipeptide mimetics
of a given type. We set the temperature kBT/R < 1023 to be
sufficiently small so that we are in the hard-sphere limit and
P(v1, v2, v3) no longer depends on temperature.
The predictions for P(v1), P(v2), and P(v3) for the
hard-sphere dipeptide model will be compared to the

Figure 3
The inter-atomic potential VA(rij) for three values of the strength of the
attractive interactions A/R 5 0 (red), 0.002 (black), and 0.004 (blue).
When A/R 5 0, VA(rij) 5 VR(rij). [Color figure can be viewed in the
online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

corresponding distributions observed in protein crystal
structures from the Dunbrack 1.7 Å database for Met,
Mse, and Nle. Note that we obtain approimately the
same observed side-chain dihedral angle distributions
from the Dunbrack 1.7 Å and 1.0 Å databases, but the
distributions from the Dunbrack 1.0 Å database have
more noise (See Fig. 3 in Supporting Information).
Examination of atom placement relative to
the electron density

We also examined the quality of the positioning of
three of the atoms (Cc, Sd, and C) in the Met side
chains associated with the v3 side-chain dihedral angle.
We considered the 113 (out of 220) protein structures
that contain 300 Met side chains in the Dunbrack 1.0 Å
data set for which the electron desity is available from
the Uppsala Electron Density Server.42 For each Met
side-chain, we extracted the observed electron density Fo
using PHENIX.43 We then identified the local maxima
of Fo (with observed electron density above three standard deviations) and determined whether they were within
the cutoff distance (0.1 Å) of the Cc, Sd, and C atoms. If
each of these three atoms on a given Met side-chain
could be associated with a local maximum in Fo within
the cutoff distance, we considered the side-chain conformation to be well-fit to the electron density. Only half of
the Met side chains displayed a strong electron density
for Cc, Sd, and C that is well-matched to the model of
the atomic positions. Figure 4 shows two examples of
Met side chains, (left) one with an electron density that
closely matches the atom placement and (right) one with
PROTEINS
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Figure 4
Two examples of Met side chains with observed electron density shown for Cc, Sd, and C atoms, which are three of the four atoms that define the
v3 side-chain dihedral angle. The left panel shows a Met side-chain where the model placement of Cc, Sd, and C closely matches the observed electron density, and thus the v3 side-chain dihedral angle is accurately determined. In contrast, for the Met side-chain in the right panel, the model
placement of Sd matches the electron density, but there is no observed electron density at the model placement of Cc and C. [Color figure can be
viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

an electron density that does not match the placement of
the atoms.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The purely repulsive hard-sphere dipeptide model is
able to recapitulate key features (i.e. locations of maxima
and relative heights of maxima) of the observed sidechain dihedral angle distributions P(v1,2) for all of the
uncharged and polar amino acids we have studied.13–15
In addition, the hard-sphere dipeptide model recovers
the overall shape of the observed side-chain dihedral
angle distributions P(v1) and P(v2) for Met. For example,
if the probability is decomposed into three rotamer
bins (08  v1,2 < 1208, 1208 v1,2 < 2408, and 2408
v1,2 < 3608), the fractional probabilities of the predicted
and observed distributions match to within 15% [Fig. 1
(left) and (center)].
However, the prediction for P(v3) for Met from the
hard-sphere dipeptide model does not match the observed
distribution, for example, the predicted P(v3) is broader
than the observed distribution. Also, the hard-sphere
dipeptide model predicts 1808 as the most probable v3 conformation, whereas, the 608 and 3008 conformations are
the most probable in the observed distribution P(v3) for
Met [Fig. 1 (right)]. In Figure 1 (right), we provide the percentages in each 1208 rotamer bin (08  v3 < 1208,
1208  v3 < 2408, and 2408  v3 < 3608) for the observed
(top, black) and calculated (bottom, red) P(v3) distributions. The ratio of the observed percentages in the edge
bins (centered at 608 and 3008) to that in the central bin
(centered at 1808) is approximately 2. In contrast, for the
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calculated P(v3), the percentages in the edge bins are
smaller than the central bin, and the ratio is 0.4.
Possible reasons for the inability of the hardsphere dipeptide model to predict P(v3) for
Met

There are several reasons for the inability of the hardsphere model to predict the observed P(v3) for Met. Two
of these possibilities are discussed below.
Poorly resolved electron density maps

For several reasons, including the high propensity for
oxidation, model placement of the atoms in the Met sidechain often does not match the observed electron density.
We therefore examined the electron density and placement
of atoms in Met side chains from the structures in the
Dunbrack 1.0 Å database. We considered the 113 (out of
220) protein structures for which electron desity was available from the Uppsala Electron Density Server.42 This data
set includes 300 Met residues. Indeed, only half of these
residues displayed strong electron density for Cc, Sd, and C
that is well-matched to the model of the atomic positions.
(See Fig. 4 for examples of well-matched and poorly
matched side-chain atom placements.) However, we found
that P(v3) obtained from the subset of accurately positioned Met side chains was nearly identical to P(v3) averaged over all Met side chains [Fig. 5 (left)], regardless of
the quality of their electron density.
We also analyzed the side-chain dihedral angle distributions of chemical compounds containing the equivalent of
a Met side-chain (Cb to C) from the small-molecule database (See Materials and Methods). As shown in Figure 5
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Figure 5
(Left) The side-chain dihedral angle distribution P(v3) for Met residues from protein crystal structures in the Dunbrack 1.7 Å database that displayed strong electron density for Cc, Sd, and C that is well-matched to the model of the atomic positions (pink solid line). The percentages in
each 1208 rotamer bin are indicated for this partial set of structures (bottom, pink). (Center) P(v3) for Met-like structures from the Cambridge
Structural Database of small-molecule crystal structures (green solid line). The percentages in each 1208 rotamer bin are indicated for the smallmolecule database (bottom, green). (right) P(v3) for Met dipeptides calculated using the repulsive Lennard-Jones potential including both intraand inter-residue interactions between atoms in the dipeptide and neighboring residues (red solid line). The percentages in each 1208 rotamer bin
for the calculated distribution are indicated (bottom, red). In each panel, we also show the observed P(v3) from the Dunbrack 1.7 Å database
(black dashed lines) and percentages in each 1208 rotamer bin (top, black). [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at
wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

(center), P(v3) calculated from these Met-like small molecules also matched P(v3) from the Dunbrack 1.7 Å database of protein crystal structures. Thus, the quality of the
observed dataset is not the origin of the discrepancy
between the predicted and observed P(v3) for Met.

atomic interactions) is not significantly different from the
predicted P(v3) for the dipeptide mimetic as shown in
Figure 5 (right). Thus, not including interactions between
the Met side-chain and atoms on neighboring residues
does not cause the discrepancy between the predicted and
observed P(v3).

Local protein environment of Met residues

Another possible source of the discrepancy between the
predicted and observed P(v3) is that interactions between
the Met side-chain and atoms in adjacent residues determine the form of P(v3) for Met.22,28 We therefore computed the repulsive interactions [Eq. (1)] between pairs of
atoms in the Met side-chain and all other atoms in the protein crystal structure within 7 Å of Cb of Met, and averaged
the predicted distribution P(v3) for all Met residues in
the Dunbrack 1.7 Å data set. However, this calculated P(v3)
for Met (that includes repulsive intra- and inter-residue

Side-chain dihedral angle distributions
P(v3) for near isosteres of Met

To gain insight into the form of the side-chain dihedral
angle distribution P(v3) for Met, we also studied P(v3) for
the near isosteres of Met (Nle and Mse) where Sd is
replaced by Cd and Sed, respectively. In Figure 6 (left), we
show the observed P(v3) for Nle from the Dunbrack 1.7 Å
database. It possesses a strong peak at v3 5 1808 and two
minor peaks at 608 and 3008. For the observed P(v3) for
Nle, the ratio of the average percentage in the edge bins to

Figure 6
(Left) Comparison of the side-chain dihedral angle distributions P(v3) for Nle observed in the Dunbrack 1.7 Å database (black dashed line) and
calculated using the repulsive Lennard-Jones potential (red solid line). (Right) Comparison of the side-chain dihedral angle distributions P(v3) for
Mse observed in the Dunbrack 1.7 Å database (black dashed line) and calculated using the repulsive Lennard-Jones potential (red solid line). For
both panels, the percentages in each 1208 rotamer bin are indicated for the observed (top, black) and calculated (bottom, red) distributions. [Color
figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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Figure 7
The predicted side-chain dihedral angle distribution Pj(v3) from the
hard-sphere dipeptide model for individual Met dipeptide mimetics.
The distributions are decomposed into two groups: peaked (gray dotted
lines) and flat (blue dashed lines). Of the 778 Met dipeptide mimetics
examined, 431 (55%) gave ‘peaked’ distributions and 347 (45%) gave
“flat” distributions. The solid red line indicates P(v3) averaged over all
of the individual Met dipeptide mimetics. [Color figure can be viewed
in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

that in the central bin is 0.14, which is very different to the
ratio of 2 observed for Met. The hard-sphere dipeptide
model for Nle predicts the same form as the observed
P(v3) with closely matched fractional probabilities in each
of the three 1208 rotamer bins.
The observed P(v3) for Mse from the Dunbrack 1.7 Å
database [Fig. 6 (right)] is similar to that for Met [Fig. 1
(right)]. It is much flatter than P(v3) for Nle, but possesses
two small peaks near v3 5 608 and 3008. However, the
P(v3) for Mse predicted by the hard-sphere dipeptide
model is nearly uniform with a broad maximum near
v3 5 1808. The hard-sphere dipeptide model predicts
v3 5 1808 as the most probable rotamer bin for Mse, while
conformations in the v3 5 608 and 3008 rotamer bins are
most probable for the observed distributions.

Figure 8
The probability distribution P(D) for the separation D between C and the
hydrogens on Cc (when v3 5 1208) for the Met dipeptide mimetics that
yield “peaked” (gray, dotted) and “flat” (blue, dashed) predicted Pj(v3)
distributions. The vertical solid line at the sum of the carbon and hydrogen atomic radii, D 5 2.6 Å indicates the threshold below which clashes
between C and the hydrogens on Cc will occur. [Color figure can be
viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

We find that the minima near v3 5 1208 and 2408 in the
predicted peaked distributions Pj(v3) are predominantly
caused by clashes between the C and hydrogens on Cc, as
well as clashes between hydrogens on C and hydrogens on

Analysis of P(v3) for individual
dipeptide mimetics

We analyzed the probability distributions that are calculated for individual Met, Mse, and Nle dipeptide mimetics,
instead of averaging over all such dipeptide mimetics in the
Dunbrack 1.7 Å database. Surprisingly, the predicted Pj(v3)
for approximately 45% of the Met dipeptide mimetics were
flat from v3 5 608 to 3008, while the predictions for the
remaining 55% yielded peaks near v3 5 608, 1808, and 3008
(Fig. 7). However, we found no significant differences in
the predicted Pj(v1) and Pj(v2) between the average distribution and distributions obtained from single Met dipeptide mimetics. We hypothesize that the variation in the
predicted Pj(v3) distributions is caused by differences in
the bond length and bond angle combinations for each
individual Met dipeptide mimetic.
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Figure 9
The probability distribution P(D) for the separation D between the C and
the hydrogens on Cc at v3 5 1208 for all Nle (black dashed line), Met (red
dash-dotted line), and Mse (blue dotted line) dipeptide mimetics. The vertical line at D 5 (rC 1 rH)/2 5 2.6 Å indicates the threshold below which
the C and the hydrogens on Cc overlap. [Color figure can be viewed in
the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

Computational Modeling of Methionine Residues

Figure 10
The predicted side-chain dihedral angle distributions (top row) P(v1), (middle row) P(v2), and (bottom row) P(v3) for Met from the hard-sphere
dipeptide model (red solid lines) with attraction strength (left column) A/R 5 0, (center column) 0.002, and (right column) 0.004. We also show
the observed P(v1), P(v2), and P(v3) for Met from the Dunbrack 1.7 Å database (black dotted lines). The (black) red percentages give the
(observed) predicted fractional probabilities in each 1208 rotamer bin. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at
wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

Cc. These clashes do not occur for dipeptide mimetics with
predicted ‘flat’ Pj(v3) distributions.
We measured the distance, D, between C and the
hydrogens on Cc at v3 5 1208, and examined the distri-

bution P(D) for Met dipeptide mimetics that yield predicted peaked and flat Pj(v3) (Fig. 8). For the dipeptide
mimetics with predicted flat Pj(v3) distributions, most of
the separations satisfy D > (rC 1 rH)/2 5 2.6 Å, and thus

Figure 11
The side-chain dihedral angle distributions P(v3) predicted by the dipeptide model with hydrogen-hydrogen attractions with A/R 5 0.002 (red
solid lines) for (left) Nle and (right) Mse dipeptide mimetics. We compare the predicted P(v3) to the observed distributions from the Dunbrack
1.7 Å database (black dashed lines). The (black) red percentages give the (observed) predicted fractional probabilities in each 1208 rotamer bin.
[Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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Figure 12
The side-chain dihedral angle distribution P(v1) for Val predicted by
the dipeptide model with hydrogen-hydrogen attractions with strength
A/R 5 0 (red solid line) and 0.002 (blue dashed line). We also plot the
observed P(v1) for Val from the Dunbrack 1.7 Å database (black dashed
line). The black (red, blue) percentages give the observed (predicted
with A/R 5 0, 0.002) fractional probabilities in each 1208 rotamer bin.
[Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at
wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

C and the hydrogens on Cc do not clash at v3 5 1208. In
contrast, for the dipeptide mimetics with predicted
peaked Pj(v3) distributions, most of the separations satisfy D < 2.6 Å, which indicates that clashes occur
between C and the hydrogens on Cc at v3 5 1208.
We performed a similar analysis of the separation D
for individual Nle and Mse residues in Figure 9. Due to
the differences in the side-chain bond lengths and angles
(Fig. 4 in the Supporting Information), P(D) is qualitatively different for Nle, Met and Mse. We find a mean
value of D 5 2.5 Å for Nle dipeptide mimetics, and
approximately 99% of them have a value of D < 2.6 Å at
v3 5 1208. Thus, for essentially all examples of Nle, there
is a clash between C and one of the hydrogens on Cc

when v3 5 1208 (and v3 5 2408), which is responsible for
the deep minima in P(v3) near v3 5 1208 (and 2408) [See
Figure 6 (left)]. For Nle, D is strongly influenced by the
Cc-Cd bond, which is significantly shorter than the Cc-Sd
and Cc-Sed bonds in Met and Mse, respectively. Conversely, we find a mean value of D 5 2.76 Å for Mse
dipeptide mimetics, and approximately 95% of them
possess D > 2.6 Å for v3 5 1208. P(v3) for Mse is therefore even flatter than P(v3) for Met [Fig. 6 (right)]. Nle
and Mse thus represent two extremes, and the behavior
of Met is intermediate between Nle and Mse. Approximately 55% of Met residues have a value of D below the
threshold value of 2.6 Å, and exhibit peaked distributions, and approximately 45% of Met residues have a
value of D above 2.6 Å, and exhibit flat distributions.
The same argument applies to individual Nle and Mse
residues. As shown in Figure 5 in the Supporting Information, 99% and 95% of Nle and Mse dipeptide mimetics display “peaked” and “flat” Pj(v3) distributions,
respectively.
Generalization of the hard-sphere dipeptide
model to include attractive interactions
between hydrogen atoms

The above analyses characterized the presence (or
absence) and position of minima in the predicted P(v3) for
Met, Nle, and Mse based on clashes between side-chain
atoms. However, even with the understanding of the minima in the predicted P(v3), the relative values of the peaks
in the predicted P(v3) for Met and Mse are still incorrect.
Other researchers have proposed that the positioning of v3
in Met is influenced by attractive atomic interactions, particularly between hydrogens associated with the b and 
carbons.21,22 Further, hydrogen-hydrogen interactions are
the most numerous types of interactions for interatomic
separations near, but greater than contact. We therefore

Figure 13
The predicted side-chain dihedral angle distribution P(v1, v2) for Leu (left), Ile (center), and Phe (right) for a model that includes inter-residue
interactions and hydrogen-hydrogen attractions with strength A/R 5 0.002. The black (red, blue) percentages give the observed (predicted with A/
R 5 0, 0.002) fractional probabilities in each 1208 3 1208 rotamer bin (1208 3 1808 for Phe). [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue,
which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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explored the effect on the side-chain dihedral angle distributions of increasing the attraction strength [A/R in Eq.
(2)] between hydrogen atoms in the dipeptide mimetic
model.
We calculated P(v3) for Met, Mse, and Nle dipeptide
mimetics over the range from A/R 5 0 to 0.006 in steps
of 0.001. In Figure 10, we show the predictions for P(v1)
(top row), P(v2) (middle row), and P(v3) (bottom row)
for the Met dipeptide model for three values of A/R:
(left) 0, (center) 0.002, and (right) 0.004. As A/R
increases, the predicted peak in P(v3) near v3 5 1808
decreases, while the peaks near v3 5 608 and 3008
increase. We find that the predicted P(v3) for the dipeptide model with hydrogen-hydrogen attraction strength
A/R  0.002 closely matches the observed P(v3) for
Met. This attraction strength allows the  and b hydrogens to interact favorably when v3 5 608 and 3008, without overwhelming the steric contributions. The predicted
P(v1) and P(v2) do not change significantly from their
respective hard-sphere predictions over the same range
of A/R and both agree with the observed distributions.
In Figure 11 (right), we demonstrate that the optimal
value of the hydrogen-hydrogen attraction strenth A/
R 5 0.002 for Met also yields a prediction for P(v3) for
Mse that closely matches the observed distribution. In
Figure 6, we found that the predicted P(v3) from the
hard-sphere dipeptide model agreed quantitatively with
the observed P(v3) for Nle. The hydrogen-hydrogen
attractive interactions (with strength A/R 5 0.002) do
not significantly change the predicted P(v3) for Nle [Fig.
11 (left)]. The predicted and observed P(v3) for Nle both
possess a strong peak near v3 5 1808 and minor peaks
near v3 5 608 and 3008. We also show in Figure 6 in the
Supporting Information that nearly all of the predicted
Pj(v3) for individual Met, Nle, and Mse dipeptide mimetics are peaked when we include hydrogen-hydrogen
attractive interactions with strength A/R 5 0.002. In
contrast, without hydrogen-hydrogen attractive interactions, nearly half of the predicted Pj(v3) distributions for
Met dipeptide mimetics (Fig. 7) and nearly all of the
predicted Pj(v3) distributions for Mse dipeptide mimetics
are flat (Fig. 5 in the Supporting Information).
We also calculate P(v1) for Val using the dipeptide
model with hydrogen-hydrogen attractions with strength
A/R 5 0.002 (Fig. 12). We find that the predicted P(v1)
from the dipeptide model that includes short-range
attractions between hydrogens is not significantly different from the predicted P(v1) for the hard-sphere dipeptide model without hydrogen-hydrogen attractions. For
both predictions, P(v1) possesses a major peak near
v3 5 1808 and two minor peaks near v3 5 608 and 3008,
and the fractional probabilities in each 1208 rotamer bin
differ by  10% or less from the observed values. In Figure 13, we show the predicted side-chain dihedral angle
distributions P(v1, v2) for Leu, Ile, and Phe residues
including inter-residue interactions and hydrogen-

hydrogen attractions with strength A/R 5 0.002. As with
Val, there is almost no difference between the predicted
P(v1, v2) obtained from the model with and without
hydrogen-hydrogen attractions. For Leu, Ile, and Phe, the
fractional probabilities in each rotamer bin differ by at
most  10% from the observed values. We also expect
the predicted side-chain dihedral angle distributions for
Ser, Cys, and Tyr to remain in agreement with the corresponding observed distributions.
CONCLUSION
In previous work, we demonstrated the power of the
hard-sphere model applied to dipeptide mimetics to predict the side-chain dihedral angle distributions observed
in proteins. This manuscript focuses on a case in which
the hard-sphere dipeptide model is no longer sufficient
to predict the side-chain dihedral angle distributions
observed in proteins—namely P(v3) for Met. We explore
possible reasons for the discrepancy between the prediction for P(v3) from the hard-sphere dipeptide model and
the observed distributions and seek a minimal change to
the hard-sphere model that can recapitulate P(v3) for
Met. We also examine the behavior of Met and its near
isosteres, Nle and Mse, and learn why repulsive interactions alone are sufficient to predict the side-chain dihedral angle distribution of Nle (but not of Met and Mse).
We show that adding weak attractive interactions
between hydrogen atoms can successfully reproduce
P(v3) for Met (and Mse). With this result, we gain an
improved physical understanding of the observed sidechain dihedral angle distributions in proteins. This work
also represents an important first step in deconvolving
attractive van der Waals interactions and solventmediated hydrophobic interactions in protein cores and
at protein–protein interfaces.
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